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Play with colours!
A whiteboard or information board that blends into the interior… or is intended as an 
eye-catcher in the room. Colour determines the atmosphere in a school or classroom. 
Chameleon Modular Pinning is a multifunctional concept in which whiteboards and 
pinboards are combined into one surface.

Make it something beautiful!



Two materials, one surface

The Chameleon Modular concept consists of frameless panels that form a continuous 
surface. For example, the pin surface and the whiteboard surface merge into each 
other without any difference in depth.

Square magnetic plates on the back wall keep the different panels tight against each 
other and against the wall.



Easy maintanance

Ultra-smooth surface

Magnetic

Scratch and wear 
resistant

Bacteria-resistant

fire resistant surface

Graffiti- and stain resistant

Sustainable product

Lifetime warranty on the surface

Chemical resitant

The advantages

Enamel whiteboard

The whiteboard panel has an enamel surface. As a result, the whiteboard can be kept 
perfectly clean with a lifetime warranty. The whiteboard is magnetic and scratch-resistant.

Bulletin Pinboard

The bulletin material of Chameleon Pinning Shapes consists exclusively of natural materials, 
45% of which are recycled. The base material of organic cork contributes to the natural 
appearance of the Shapes. Chameleon Pinning Shapes improve the acoustics by the sound-
absorbing property of the material. 

Suitable for pinning

Self-repairing surface

completely organic of which 45% is 
recycled

Easy maintanance

Bacteria-resistant

Add colour to your whiteboard

Bulletin includes linseed oil,
natural cork and pine resin



Standard and customization

The Chameleon Modular concept is available in a simple and clear standard range 
with 2 heights (118 cm and 198 cm) and several widths.

However, no school is exactly the same. Because our production takes place in the 
Netherlands, deviating sizes are delivered just as quickly and easily as the standard 
range.

Paneelsize cm surface Articlenumber

198x118 Enamel whiteboard 16001.023

198x118 Bullletin board 11609.800 + colourcode

198x59 Bulletin board 11609.801 + colourcode

118x88 Enamel whiteboard 16001.029

118x88 Bullletin board 11609.802 + colourcode

118x44 Bulletin board 11609.803 + colourcode

custom size Enamel whiteboard 16001.996

Custom size Bulletin board 11609.897 + colourcode
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